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Introduction
Help Shape Novato's City Budget for Fiscal Year 2020/21. We want to hear from you!

The City is in the process of developing our annual budget for the 2020-2021 fiscal year.

You can help guide the City’s budget process by prioritizing the City service areas that are most important to you. Your
feedback will help guide the City Council through this year’s budget priorities.

More information on the City’s budget process, dates of budget workshop and meetings, previous budgets is available at
novato.org/citybudget.
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Summary Of Responses

As of March 31, 2020,  1:28 PM, this forum had: Topic Start
486 March  9, 2020,  3:47 PM

366

Attendees:

Responses:

Hours of Public Comment 

@3 minutes each:
18.3

QUESTION 1

Are you a Novato resident?

% Count

Yes 97.0% 355

No 3.0% 11

QUESTION 2

Please rank the following City services in order of importance to you. (1=highest priority; 10=lowest priority)

1. Business attraction & retention

2. Police services

3. Downtown revitalization

4. Street maintenance

5. Youth, senior and other recreation programs

6. Sustainability efforts

7. Housing opportunities

8. Beautification of parks & medians

9. City facilities & property maintenance

10. Code enforcement

QUESTION 3

If you could only INCREASE funds to three (3) of the following service areas, which THREE services would you
select?
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% Count

Beautification of parks and medians 25.7% 94

Business attraction and retention 50.5% 185

City facilities and property maintenance 11.5% 42

Code enforcement 6.0% 22

Downtown revitalization 41.5% 152

Housing opportunities 31.7% 116

Police services 34.7% 127

Street maintenance 36.6% 134

Sustainability efforts 26.8% 98

Youth, senior and other recreation programs 35.0% 128

QUESTION 4

In order to fund your previously selected service increases, please select THREE (3) service areas for which you
would like to DECREASE funding.

% Count

Beautification of parks and medians 30.1% 110

Business attraction and retention 17.2% 63

City facilities and property maintenance 37.4% 137

Code enforcement 65.0% 238

Downtown revitalization 25.1% 92
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% Count

Housing opportunities 38.3% 140

Police services 16.1% 59

Street maintenance 11.5% 42

Sustainability efforts 40.7% 149

Youth, senior and other recreation programs 18.6% 68

QUESTION 5

How can the City better engage the community in the budget process, including making budget meetings and
workshops easier for you to attend (e.g., weekend workshops/meetings; provide childcare, translations services,
etc.)?

Answered 169

Skipped 197

QUESTION 6

How did you hear about this budget survey?

% Count

City website 3.6% 13

Email notification 30.1% 110

Text message notification 1.4% 5

City social media (e.g., Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, etc.)

31.4% 115

Nextdoor 15.3% 56

Neighborhood forums (e.g., Hamilton Forum,
Novato in the Know Facebook Group)

11.2% 41
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% Count

Newspaper 0.8% 3

City Council or other City meeting 0.5% 2

Friend or neighbor 16.4% 60

QUESTION 7

Please share any additional comments about the City budget.

Answered 89

Skipped 277
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How can the City better engage the community in the budget process, including making budget 
meetings and workshops easier for you to attend (e.g., weekend workshops/meetings; provide 
childcare, translations services, etc.)?  

1. Explain the math really well: the amounts for basic services in each area, the percent of the budget
each service uses, the real world tradeoffs including good and bad that would happen as a result of
shifting funds, realistic estimates of required increases, realistic deadlines for finishing finite projects
(such as the theater and train station).

2. Weekend workshops, childcare, translation services.

3. Smaller local neighborhood meetings with council staff.
Advertise more 
After business hours meetings with lots of advance notifications on local social media. 
All of the above including "public comments" that can be sent in via e-mail and during real-time public 
hearings. Public comments are now available to city council immediately before and/or during the 
televised meetings. 
All of the above, simple summaries of choices at hand. 
Any reports generated from workshops will have a implementation plan and accountability to 
participants. 

People need to know that their ideas matter. Schedule meetings for the working public. 
As a parent with young kids, it’s hard to give time. Having different times for the same meeting: 
morning, late evening, weekend so there is better chance of being able to make it  
Be more present online 
Being able to watch and interact online would make a big difference for me. Not only right now, when 
we're sheltering-in-place, but normally, when child care and long work hours often don't allow me to 
attend workday/ evening meetings. 

Better advertised 

Weekend meetings 

Showing how my opinion matters 
Better outreach, weekend workshops/meetings, translation services 
Better publicity for meeting content 
Better publicizing, live-streaming, childcare 
Breaking up budget meetings into those priorities. I don’t want to sit through a meeting that details 
street maintenance for 45 minutes. But if you tell me this meeting is about downtown revitalization 
and weed out the 1000+ wonderful (but unrealistic) ideas, I will go. You need to stress that being a 
part of this process is being a DO-er, not a complainer or an unrealistic dreamer. We need action, CI-
Turing through red tape. 
By getting the word out through more marketing channels. 
Childcare 

APPENDIX A
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Childcare is always a great thing. 

I think having the communication that gets sent to residents be accessible will go a long way toward 
getting more engagement. Novato's public communication tends to be dry and laden with civic 
verbiage. Using actual words that real people use to describe what you're doing and why would let 
residents know why this should be important to them. 
CHILDCARE!  

Publicize this survey better, through flyers distributed at schools, supermarkets, public gatherings 

City Governance is so complicated and nuanced. There always feels like there is so much red tape and 
the process is slow that it can be challenging to get or stay engaged. I do feel like the City is going a lot 
to get the information out there and create opportunities to participate. Maybe if people we able to 
participate form home and ask questions live it could help. 
City Hall meetings open to the public. 
Currently, it seems that a small group of incumbents govern all of Novato’s use of funds without 
consideration of the community’s opinions. Also, we lose businesses regularly, and have unoccupied 
Grant Ave retail space,  because the city’s permitting process is so long and expensive.  

How will we ever grow and retain businesses with such a difficult â€œwelcomingâ€� process? 
Do it online / via zoom 
Don’t spend more than you have. Manage city spending more tightly. Negotiate contracts more 
effectively. 
Education of tax payers to which departments can help other departments with their budgets through 
grants and other funding opportunities. 
evening and weekend workshops/meetings; online meetings; meetings on public TV (and tell us how 
and when to watch those); interpreters for Spanish and ASL (online and on TV also) 
Evening meetings 

More transparency 

Clear notice of public comment as required by the Brown Act 
Evenings or weekends 
Exactly what’s stated in the question. Choose times for these kind of things that are more accessible 
to the citizens of the town. Also, post flyers and announcements around more of Novato to let people 
know.  
Face it, citizens are not really interested in this important facet of local government.  We elect people 
to make good decisions for us. Electeds need to get out and personally engage the community where 
they are.  We are not going to go to you. 
Get the information out to everyone so they are educated on what’s going on. 
Have televised meetings and make sure word gets out about it. 
Helping people understand why this matters to them, i.e., how the budget works, 
Hold it during the weekend in an open area and provide childcare. 
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Hold meetings on varying evenings. I work certain nights so if the evening varied I might be able to 
attend. Make us feel like our input will make a difference. Show us power points re: what will be 
covered and explain how our attendance will make a difference. Let us know how many people 
attended and what was discussed and concluded from each meeting with a heads up re: topics for 
next one  
Hold neighborhood meetings. Hold meetings at various times during the day & on weekends 
Hold them on Saturdays, like from 11-1. 
Hopefully one thing that will come out if the current situation is getting people used to using 
technology to attend and participate in meeting remotely. Weekend meetings would help.  Shorter 
meetings with fixed agendas a known timelines also help (rather than long meetings waiting for an 
agenda item). 
Host meetings online! 

Send out more surveys. 

I believe that the process of using this survey is an excellent way to gather feedback from the 
community. Attending meetings is important, but I believe that this is an easier way of gathering 
input. Thanks for doing this. 
I believe the online process is the best way to keep us engaged. 
I don't know 
I feel like the process is very open already 
I liked what Bob Brown did on the planning workshops for the key Focus Areas years ago. He got the 
public involved with placing colored dots on their own top picks for certain ideas. And, the ideas came 
from the citizens, not a pre-set idea list from staff. 
I think ensuring is easily accessible information online and opportunity for public comment. 
I think the City should look for ways to help better illustrate the tradeoffs associated with a no/slow 
growth agenda on City revenues. Hotel bed taxes, builder levies all are critical. It would also be good 
to see how much pensions are costing. It would be great to see City ideas for new revenue streams 
such as marijuana taxes. 
I think transparency on how the budget is spent will help. I often hear city agencies say they cant do 
'X' because they dont have 'Y' funds. Its a poor excuse. 
I try to go to most workshops that are of interest to me - if I know they are being conducted.  For 
some young parents, maybe childcare will help. Otherwise, if it can be recorded and televised, it 
might help too 
I unfortunately have not put effort into being educated about the city budget 

I won't attend. You should make this survey easier to find. It was hard to get too. 
I would like to see weekend workshop/meetings, childcare provided and translation services, in the 
hopes of engaging those who currently can't be involved due to lack of childcare, etc. I wish this 
survey were available to those who do not have computers (or easy access) and/or internet. If you 
truly want to hear from a true cross-section of Novato, this survey could also be done via phone or 
hard copy mail. I realize it would be difficult for residents to put their preferences in order via phone 
and if done by mail (or by canvassing/knocking on doors) there would be the cost mailing/paper, etc; 
however, I believe volunteers would step-up to facilitate this effort.  
If RESULTS were seen it would spur engagement.  
Improve the city's social media presence by frequently posting meeting times. 
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Include Zoom option (if not offered already) with a designated person to monitor questions/feedback 
live. 
It always feels like the City only listens to the loudest voices who are usually those who are unhappy, 
catering to their specific . Emailing surveys would be useful. Posting on Novato In the Know and other 
social media outlets.  
It feels rather pointless to go as it doesn't feel as though the council actually listens to the 
suggestions. 
It is fine for me, but childcare is necessary.  

I haven't reviewed the information, but putting it in terms of the impact on them is always good i.e. 

60 children now get recreation scholarships, but 250 apply. Should that budget be increased? 

Which is more important, having the police respond to every auto break-in or every accident? 
It seems difficult for people to attend meetings these days. An online survey, like this one, is an easy 
way to participate. Can live meetings be televised and can viewers post questions during the 
meeting? That might help people engage more. 
It would be great if we could attend digitally. 
It's good as is 
Just stream them with a question/answer possibility 
Listen to the residents. 
Live feed 
Make meetings accessible from home and publicize when, where, and how to access. 
Make them online by using zoom. In person meeting are way to time consuming. 

Make the community want to attend the meetings in the first place. Make them more user friendly, 
don't have the meetings drag on and on...basically get to the point, present it and then open for 
discussion/ 
May sound simple, but providing breakfast, lunch, or dinner from one (or more) of the local vendors 
would be HUGE for the community. Also, this survey is really helpful because though I can't attend, I 
appreciate that my input is being sought. My business is in Novato and I plan to move to Novato in 
the next year, so thank you for allowing me to provide feedback. 

Meetings in afternoon and evening, elderly won’t got out at night much 
More charettes and community input. Bring workshops to the neighborhood to engage all. 

Weekend workshops, yes! 
more communications about ways to participate remotely. 
More info about the meeting posted online before the meeting. 
More info put out by the city as to when theses meetings are. I don’t usually hear about them till the 
day of.  
More meetings in evenings & weekends. Have targeted plan to engage people-do not just assume 
people will show up. Meetings are dominated by people aged 60+, no younger family voice or 
representation. Majority of tax income is driven by the demographic that is continuously un/under-
represented at these meetings. 
More online polls like this 
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More social media involvement 
More surveys like this 
more surveys such as these, or online think-tanks? 
More transparency. We shouldn’t have to dig to figure out where the money goes. 
More weekend and evening meetings.  More on-line surveys such as this. 
Neighborhood meetings 
No matter what it’s too hard for me. 
Not sure. Maybe communicate to Novato residents that they have the power to affect change, to 
shape the city’s future. Get them to care, which seems next to impossible. 
Nothing for us. 
Notify the residents via text or email that the budget process is in progress. 
On line and television 
On-line access to surveys and meeting notifications are good engagement tools. 
Online forums, translation services, community gtouo outeach 
Online meetings 
Online meetings that allow call ins 
Online surveys like this 
Post about it, on public places so people know about it. 
Post meetings in the Novato Advance and in the IJ a week or two in advance. 
Post videos or surveys for those who can’t attend and allow for comments for a set period of time 
after meeting  
Provide an online annual report for city including revenue and expense data with 10-year tracking of 
revenue and expenses; as well as online opportunities to comment on planned budget for coming 
year. 

Provide child care 
Provide childcare 
Provide childcare 
Provide childcare 
provide childcare 
Provide childcare, end meetings earlier, virtual meetings 
Provide childcare, offer healthy snacks/meal, offer incentives 
Provide childcare, translation services and weekend workshops. 
Provide drop off childcare. Have meetings weekend morning. 

Live stream meetings 
Provide video conference services that allow for interactive feedback (i.e. video Question & Answers, 
Chat, Online Moderators) - i.e. Zoom, Webex.. 
Providing childcare at city council or other public meetings would be AWESOME. 
Public opportunities online like this survey. Mail out postcards to all or a random number of residents. 
Workshops at different times of the day - midday, evening and weekend. 
Putting as much online as possible 
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Reach out more to minors - high schoolers 
Reduce efforts to base line goals. Eliminate anything that distracts from core goals. I believe we must 
get this City revitalized. In large part by making Novato a easier place to conduct and execute 
business. I believe we can maintain Novato's heritage while attracting business ( big ands small ) along 
with the new and necessary infrastructure improvements.     
send email  in advance of the meeting or workshop in order  to inform when and where these are 
taking place.  
Send stuff like this out to everyone, I had to have someone forward it to me. 
short time committments. 45 min. sessions 
Simple, easy to understand tables of Line Items (for services as listed above), and Year-to-Year 
Expenses vs. Budget.  With a list  of the 3-5 top accomplishments for the year.  Current and last 5 
years would be nice. 
Social media announcements 
social media bulletins ,email... 
social media posts with links to topic items.  Updated website that’s easy to navigate.  
Sometimes the language used in the reports is really technical, if you aren't educated on the lingo 
that budgets use it can be overwhelming. snacks are always good!  
Stop listening to the NonContributors. People who can attend a day time meeting during buisness 
hours should not be the opinions that you are listening to. Start listening to the people who are 
actually funding the budget. The Hard working normal people. Not the person with plenty of time on 
a Tuesday to go to a meeting and complain about their pet project.  
Streamline them. I don’t have time to attend meetings for hours and hours. None of us who work and 
have kids have time for that. So then you end up only with the most dedicated and then those who 
have lots of time on their hands.  
Summaries published online 
Surveys 
Surveys such as these, weekend workshops. 
Text, email, social media 
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The City can better engage the community in the budget process by creating documents that make 
budgeting easier to understand and by allowing residents to provide feedback year round. For 
example... 

Create a power point and a white paper that make basic facts easy to read and understand. Include 
the impact of any potential raises with figures such as, for every 1% salary increase in ______ the cost 
to the city is _______.  

Intersperse  graphics for visuals that break up the budget into broad areas of revenue and expense. 

Include different departments so residents can see  what portion of the department budget covers 
the cost of salaries, pensions and benefits and then break it down one step further to separate 
present day costs from the added and increased costs to repay CalPrs.  

Use common sense to make budget increases to programs that form the backbone of community 
services.  

Don't keep paying for services and programs if you aren't certain of their impact. For example, does a 
city of Novato's size with Novato's budget need a full time position devoted to sustainability?  Are the 
efforts previously established to increase, attract and retain businesses cost effective?  How are other 
communities balancing escalating costs against flat or declining revenues? 

Look at cities that share similar demographics, opportunities and struggles,  and see how they allocate 
costs and create savings so Novato can learn from their successes and mistakes.  

Cut the budget for consultants. Include fees paid to consultants as a separate budget item for each 
department so residents can read line items at year end and know how the city is spending tax 
dollars.  

Update the city website for CIPs so residents can easily find the costs associated with all city 
undertakings. Transparency should be the primary goal.   

Please remember that many Novato residents are struggling with costs that are increasing faster than 
income.  When the city makes decisions that increase costs for residents, it has a greater impact on 
families earning the least.   

It would be helpful for the budget document to include demographics using graphs and charts that 
include income information for Novato residents to appreciate the struggles of residents living on 
fixed or lower incomes.  

When considering budget cuts or increases it helps to separate them into  categories such as essential 
costs (police, public works), revenue generating costs (hotels and businesses) and extras (full time 
sustainability coordinator).  

To prepare the city for leaner times residents need to understand how pension and other retirement 
costs are increasing faster than revenues. Please add graphics that will demonstrate that point.   
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The City needs to get out of the way and allow the City to be expanded and developed more like 
Petaluma developed.  Old Town should expand it's height limit to three stories or more to match 
Whole Foods Complex and expand mixed use above commercial in Old Town and along Grant Ave 
business district. 

The City needs to provide easy to understand finance information like in the recent Budget In Brief, 
and provide community forums either in person or online that allow the city to find new means of 
revenue. 
The publishing of a proposed budget would clarify where leadership sees priorities and then the 
public can bounce off that.  
This questionnaire is a good start :) 
This survey is great for engagement 
Thru social media. Convenient place and time. 
Translation services and childcare would be helpful.  Online presentations that can be viewed at 
convenience for citizens.  Weekend daytime presentations downtown. 
Translation. Online webinars. Childcare. 
Unsure what is currently being done, so I would say outreach of some sort since I am completely 
unaware as a Novato Resident 
various times and avenues for feedback.  communication of same. 
Video conference meetings. Childcare. 
Virtual meetings/hearings. 
Virtual workshops (Zoom/GoToMeeting) 
We all work, open up town hall meetings to be on line. To include on line participation. 
webinars & Vlogging 
Week nights / weekends 
Weekend and / or provide childcare 
Weekend and after work hours for meetings 
Weekend and childcare 
Weekend and evening budget workshops. And start from the basics as most of us don’t know where 
to start.  
Weekend and translation 
Weekend council meetings would be good. Lot of people have to work on weekends - why not City 
Council & staff? Better attendance/feedback opportunities for citizens. Council & staff can have Fri or 
Mon off.  
Weekend meetings work; lots of public notice of upcoming meetings with projected agenda. 
Weekend meetings, I work evenings. 
Weekend meetings. 
Weekend meetingy 
Weekend workshops and options with childcare would be helpful. Also online 
recordings/livestreaming events so people don't have to go somewhere if it is inconvenient for them. 
I think there is a large apathy factor among younger people in the community and it's imperative for 
them to understand why the budget matters so they will pay attention and participate in ways to 
improve the community. 
Weekend workshops and provide childcare 
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Weekend workshops with childcare option. 
Weekend workshops would be very helpful as would information well in advance of the meetings. I 
think many people assume others will step up and assist or feel intimidated and/or unqualified to 
volunteer for such an important city process. I think new view points, a younger perspective and a 
willingness to actually make changes will better engage the community. 
weekend workshops, evening workshops 
Weekend workshops, ZOOM availability; translation is absolutely necessary for others in the 
community.   

Weekend workshops. Childcare. Use social media to reach younger residents. 
Weekend workshops/meetings 
Weekend, child care, bilingual translations in real time 
Weekends, evenings, translators. 
Well, one thing for sure, when you have a Municipal Code that clearly sets out guidelines on Graffiti 
and Garbage and then Code Enforcement does not react timely to complaints (just look at 701 
DeLong) which sits along the bike path just south of the Novato Smart Train Station.  How can that be 
allowed to stay while the City deals with a reluctant property owner to fix it?  That's seriously not 
okay.  A time frame needs to be set, if the owner doesn't comply the City paints it.  Why should the 
rest of us have to endure all the indecision?  Ditto on reported garbage on Mulligan Lane that is still 
there 3 months later.  It cannot be allowed.  The code clearly sets out a time frame for remediation 
and it is not being followed at all. 
When Informing the public of budget/spending priorities, provide enough detail about how the 
money is to be spent on each priority and the expected benefits to be achieved. 
workshops and meeting in the am and pm. so working folks can attend 
Workshops with babysitting and having conference call meetings. 
Zoom Meetings 
Zoom meetings 
Zoom- online 
Zoom, online forums 
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Please share any additional comments about the City budget. 
1. Eliminate the department that checks your house for code violations when you sell it.

2. Eliminate 20% of ALL employees and use the money to shore up pension and school busses

3. Eliminate all programs that are not related to infrastructure, fire and police or kids
A lot of good improvements have happened in the last 10 years but the city is unable to retain/attract 
good businesses & restaurants. I have heard multiple times that it’s difficult to work with the City & 
the rent increases are not controlled for commercial properties  

Be clear with the public about specific cuts if revenue is not increased. As tangible as possible. 
Clean up tbe tent area of homeless folks immediately all around the City and stop the begging on the 
streets of Novato. If folks need drug rehab or mental health services or job training, make that a 
priority. 
Cooperate with / communicate with ICE to the fullest degree possible, or you may soon lose Federal 
funds. 
Cut the red tape, stop fucking over homeowners who want to improve their property. 
Do not spend more than you have. 
Downtown parking is insufficient. Ive driven away so many times at lunch, because the is no parking. 
Its hurting all of the businesses. We need to help copperfeilds, they have no parking and should have 
a coffee shop or wine bar to attract clients. They will close if we don’t.  

Eliminate the cost of being a sanctuary city; consider more cost effective climate initiatives by 
encouraging more aggressive telecommuting intiatives.  
Find out why so many business spaces are for lease.  Promote and assist businesses in getting up and 
running.  Reduce obstacles; simplify processes; accelerate permit and design review. 
Focus on basic expense categories first e.g. street repair, facilities maintenance, downtown and 
business health, parks and recreation.   
Fund our schools and invest in youth entertainment options 
Give us the basics. Stop raising taxes - we can make better decisions than you can. 
Goal 1 is keeping Novato viable and operating. 

Budget should be distilled to allow the average citizen to understand. Use of pie charts are excellent! 

Beyond fixed expenses, everything else is a matter of priority. Assuming a population of 56,000 in 
Novato, 

The question becomes what number of responses to this survey is considered adequate â€œpublic 
engagementâ€� or response? 
Honesty and transparency 
I am disgusted by the permitting and code enforcement of the city.  It is obvious they exist solely to 
serve and enrich the city, not serve it's citizens.  I believe Novato should move the budget for those 
departments and spend it elsewhere.  
I am excited for the recent changes to the Council.  I hope there can be more focus on building a 
vibrant downtown. After COVID19 it is imperative we support local businesses.   

APPENDIX B
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I assume that some city budget priorities may be altered due to the Coronavirus crisis and the ensuing 
acute economic down-turn that may turn chronic. 
I believe the city is doing what it can but I also believe that we are small city with little crime and that 
the police department gets too large a share of financial resources. 
I feel Novato is the only city in the County of Marin making an effort to enable the development of 
new housing.  This makes me very proud of the council, city staff and our community.  Please keep it 
the focus. 
I find it sad that people refer to Novato as NOvato. We have to grow and change and that means 
having younger voices heard. And to do that we have to make it easier and less time consuming for us 
younger families to get involved.  
I just keep hearing over and over how hard it is to open a business in Novato. From what I have heard 
we have lost many great opportunities to have popular businesses come to our city. I also feel like 
there’s a small group of individuals who dominate all social media and convince everyone that change 
is bad. If we want our downtown to thrive we need to make the process easier for popular businesses 
to come here. We also need a more well-rounded voice to be heard in regards to what our town 
needs.Our strip malls are awful and our downtown is a hodgepodge of empty stores, banks and other 
businesses that no one would want to come here to visit. We just seem to lack an identity. A clear 
vision of who we are and who we would like to attract to our city would be a nice change. 
I live on a street that feels more like a car suspension test track.  It is budgeted for repair this summer 
but should have been done 3 or 4 years ago. I really am unclear how my taxes are so high yet I can’t 
get basic services like road maintenance. I have not lived here long but Novato spending tons of 
money on a dog park yet can’t fix the street leading to it. Fallow that up with a high school getting 
football lights over maintenance shows me that special interest groups are the only thing that 
matters. Another example is shutting down a passing lane on a bridge to add a bike lane. I see basic 
services being overlooked yet million dollar projects happening. Very disappointing.  
I see how challenging it is to prioritize. Please build more affordable housing. Honestly, as much as I 
love our open space, we have plenty to spare and I'd sacrifice a hiking trail for a family, any day.  
I strongly believe in a balanced budget 
I suspect things are going to be tight especially since the sales tax renewal has decreased. There are a 
number of other public agencies that should be within City services and may provide revenue and be 
more cost effective to the public. The City must consider the allowance of retail sale of cannibus. 

I think paying employees to "retain and attract" business is a waste of $$.  So is the sustainability 
coordinator position.  The city should create funds for people to donate to who want the "nice to 
have" things. 
I think the city needs to better communicate to people the city's budget matters to them, i.e., how 
the budget works, what funds go where and what it means for people when there is not enough 
revenue to pay for those services. It seems elementary but many, even most, people do not pay 
attention and have no idea what things cost or why funds are necessary for many services in the first 
place.  
I think the driving conditions have gone downhill in Novato in the last 5 years. There have been 
pedestrian and driver accidents and even deaths. I think increasing Novato PD patrols and resources 
would help. I rarely see traffic officers in certain parts of the City. 

Also the roads need major work. Paving, signage, painting, cracks... 
I wish we had more money to plan and work with, but I understand it’s hard to pay taxes for many.  
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I would like to see less new buildings and emphasis on the use of building which already exist, such as 
Firemans Fund, shopping centers etc. 
If pension costs are the main thing driving the budget problems, I would like to see the council send a 
letter to the State asking that the State take some action on pensions. The council has sent letters to 
the State on housing mandates in the past.  
In an era of limited resources, it seems idiotic for a City the size of Novato to have a Sustainability 
Coordinator. Not that sustainability isn't important, but funding a distinct position is more politically 
correct than fiscally responsible. Another police officer or more public works employees would have a 
much great impact. 
In my opinion, the most beneficial way to provide services to all the areas mentioned in this survey is 
to make sure you attract viable long term businesses (large and small) to the city. 
Is the City meeting its pension obligations? 

Is the budget projected for 5 years sustainable without new or increased taxes? 

What proactive measures are being implemented to increase business attraction and retention by the 
City? 

It's a tough one...the world is changing hourly right now.  Priorities may have to change once we get 
through this time, but no one knows how.  It may make sense to do this survey again in 6 months. 

Let's keep the City clean, let's cite the people drinking in public (which the Novato PD does not do not 
matter how many times I tell them where this is going on).  The homeless and illegal population 
breaking the law need consequences so they have to show up in court and get sent to rehab or 
shelters.  Stop the hand holding and take action.  If you do - everyone will be better off.  Both the 
perps and the community.  
Letting homeless live on in streets, creeks, library and parking lots does not show them compassion 
and decreases the quality of life for residents. When I call the police about someone living in their car 
on my street and I’m told that there is nothing you can do and I don’t get a response, is very 
frustrating and disappointing.  If you want the full support of your tax base, make sure you are taking 
care of the things we can see.  
Love the new direction of the Council and City Manager. 

The police department needs to be modernized.  
More free stuff for kids please 
Need to concentrate in providing affordable housing and allowing residents to build granny units 
without the intensive city permit requirements that are in place. In this day , of homelessness and 
exorbitant rents, residents need to have the option, without all the outrageous charges of these 
permits. I know we need safe housing, but  the city of Novato is in love with charging for permits for 
just about everything!   
Need to know the deficit total. The real (not understated number due to overstated composite rate) 
needs to be calculated and shared openly. 
Not sure how the City budget will retain businesses 
Not sure how the City budget can revitalize private downtown businesses 
Not sure how the City budget will mandate housing owned by private land owners 
Not clear what "sustainability" covers 
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Novato has been so unfriendly to local businesses. We need to welcome small businesses and make 
Novato an attractive place to be. Stop pushing businesses to other cities! Our downtown is the 
saddest downtown of all Marin and Sonoma. There is so much potential.  

Novato’s downtown is forever lacking. San Rafael and Petaluma have great downtowns. They are 
directly adjacent to us! It is up to the leaders of our community to solve this problem. Novato spent a 
lot of money to build a downtown SMART station. Let’s give riders a reason to use it! 

Please consider keeping or adding funding for youth programs, bike lanes, attracting and retaining 
businesses, and revitalizing downtown Novato. 
Please decrease code enforcement on people who cannot afford housing (e.g., people living in RVs 
and cars on city streets) until you provide a safe place for them to park day and night. This city has the 
opportunity to change the narrative around homelessness and make it a priority. The first step is to 
stop harassing the homeless. The second step is to invest in cheap housing and safe RV parks.  
Please please work on the downtown. There is no reason we can’t make it a destination like 
Petaluma. When I moved to Rohnert Park in 2001, Petaluma was a boarded up, ghost town. Now it’s 
where we go to see movies with our family and have date nights.  
Please stop making it SO incredibly difficult for small businesses in Novato. We have lost out on many 
great businesses that end up in Petaluma or San Rafael and when asked why not Novato, the answer 
is the same.... because the City of Novato is a nightmare to deal with. 

Please take measures to calm traffic on Virginia Avenue.  Something like the median and curbs on 
Vallejo Street would help reduce speeders and through traffic on Virginia Avenue.  Take a look down 
Virginia Avenue and you'll see it looks like a drag strip, and drivers treat it like one.  Please install 
something like medians and other traffic furniture which will make it look more like a residential 
street where drivers will be respectful of the neighborhood. 
Putting money into the vacant areas on grant would benefit the other businesses on the street. What 
about promoting an anchor store of some kind in one of the larger spaces (rei? Something with sports 
possibly)  
Reduce legal consultant expenses. 
Seems like our tax money isn't being used for anything.  The city still doesn't have a theater, the 
square is a mess (rats and people living in cars) and the old Pini site is still empty although I 
understand it's supposed to be renovated soon.  Novato needs to get with the times...people want 
more restaurants, maybe an Apple store etc.  Look at Petaluma for guidance.  Their city is booming. 
Stop asking for more money. Start producing better results for the hard working people of Novato! I 
work incredibly hard for my money. Please STOP Wasting it, then asking for more.  
Stop spending resources and money on the homeless. The bums will never stop coming if they are 
given handouts and welcomed with an open arm. They are destroying our once beautiful town. The 
decision makers are forgetting who they work for. The tax paying property owners should have a 
stronger voice. We are done with the vagrants and homeless. Don't waste a penny more on them.  

As long as someone from city hall is reading this. Get the building department to shape up. Very 
unprofessional group of people. Nothing is easy with them, EVER. Get people in there who take pride 
in their work. The current group think they are the gate keepers of what we can do as property 
owners. They treat every project as though it's their job to immediately deny and create issues. What 
a bummer it is walking in there. I have lived in other towns in Marin and gone through the 
planning/building departments with ease. It's a shame Novato has gotten so bad. Oh well. Not holding 
my breath.. 
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Thank you for all you do. 
Thank you for creating opportunities for residents to participate in the budgeting process!  David 
Bentley did an excellent job of preparing the information that is currently available on the city 
website. I would like to see more efforts mirror Mr. Bentley's so residents feel Finance Staff are 
providing needed budget oversight.  
Thank you for the opportunity. 
Thanks for asking. 
Thanks for the services you provide. 
The budget is very, very tight. Redevelopment helped in many ways. Are any legislative solutions for 
get it back or a reasonable substitute? 
The City doesn't seem to recognize/include staffing costs and raises as a fundamental budget item; 
blaming the pension system which is not employee's "fault". The public often using the phrase 
'public/civil servants'. Employees are not servants they are committed to doing a good job for the 
well-being of the community and deserve to make a living just like anyone else.  
The City needs to engage citizens on more revenue, and create new opportunities for citizens to pay 
more for services they use. Booster organizations or designated donations for specific projects should 
be used. 
The reason why I chose the above priority is because this is what I think are much needed for the 
immediate future with our limited funds (and even deficit we have) - we need an active business 
community and a vibrant town to attract people into town and create revenue stream.  

It does not mean I see the other priorities, such as police, city property and maintenance and senior, 
youth activities as less important than the others.    
The roads are huge and there are lots of police, we need to focus on getting people out of cars and 
create mixed use walkable places all around the city. 
The streets are in terrible disrepair, especially Novato Blvd between Diablo and 7th street. I've been 
told that there is a major project coming soon for this area, but i am skeptical of this because of the 
cost. 
There are many vacant commercial properties in our city. We need to bring in more business to fill 
these vacancies. The Square shopping center, Pini Hardware building on Grant, Fireman's  Fund 
Complex. Why is it taking so long to make development happen in these areas? 

There are not currently appropriate checks and balances on spending, as noted with legal fees-lack 
oversight.  
There is no reason that Novato can’t be a LEADER in the Bay Area regarding a thriving downtown, 
sustainability and equity. We have the $, the working class, the intelligence and the community spirit. 
What we lack is the unification and organization of all our great businesses and people. We always 
come so close and then miss the mark. UNIFY. Dress the part, act the part, have high standards and an 
abundance of compassion. THAT is the making of great leadership. 
there should be more online access to city records, such as one's own building plans and records. I 
would like to know if there are utilities in my front yard before I dig there. I should be able to see that 
online. 
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Walk the talk.   

Seek experienced professionals 

Transparency and truthfulness and fair and balanced policy adherence. 

Cut frivolous positions. Does the city really need a sustainability director ? 

Enact a transit occupancy tax for AirB+B  

Sell off unproductive properties 

Re-evaluate feel good frills that tax the budget and are not well attended.  

Do what a normal household would do when balancing their budget: eliminate wasteful spending, 
evaluate 'pork frill spending', sell unproductive properties, work more efficiently and smartly and 
behave more responsibly and professionally to eliminate lawsuits that drain financial resources from 
the city's budget.   

We must find ways to attract and keep vital businesses. Empty buildings where businesses used to 
flourish are eyesores and/or wasted space. What is Petaluma doing that we can’t seem to figure out? 

We need more regular community activities especially in the summer (as opposed to special events).  
Food/music/drinks outdoors on spring/summer nights to build community engagement.  Kid-friendly.  
Our teens need places to go and hang out.  Dave & Busters...arcades...batting cages with food for 
purchase nearby...mini golf...business that profit while at the same time offer activities for families 
and teens.  Where do kids go on "dates"? They leave Novato - they go to the Northgate Mall or other 
towns that offer fun things to do.  Novato needs to offer more reasons to stay.  I've seen 
progress...keep it going in the right direction.  We have enough housing.  Fix up the buildings we 
already have - the old Pini building, the theater and the disgraceful strip mall on SNBlvd by Sloat are 
examples of poor city planning and never-ending red tape.  Enough is enough.  Bad business and 
eyesores.  Embarrassing.   
We need more revenue and revitalizing downtown will help. Also having stores stay open later 
downtown will help too. 
We need services for the homeless population too. A lot of regulars seem to hang out at the corner of 
Ignacio Blvd. & Bel Marin Keys, as well as any forested areas near shopping and fast food. Their 
numbers are likely to grow now as fewer people are out on the street and handing out donations.  

We need to get more small and largee businesses downtown to revitalize our community. We need 
more things for kids to do. We need a multiplex  sports arena and kids activities. I am tired of hearing 
how novato counsel is rejecting businesses left and right making permits impossible and declining 
businesses to come here. We need revenue  
What is occurring at Margaret Todd, with the additional upgrades to the fields and courts, is an 
excellent endeavor and a true success story. Although it took many meetings and years to get going I 
feel it will be an asset to Novato. 
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While doing great things require funding the covenant between taxpayer and City Government is 
severely damaged. Before asking for any additional taxes City Government demonstrate tangible 
improvement . The streets remain terrible. Increasing crime threatens to undermine the quality of 
Family life that has been Novato's best asset. We must attract new energy with business and family 
friendly improvements.   
While if is up to NUSD and the state to figure out the school budgets, the city should also make this a 
priority, as our schools will be desperate for help in the coming years.  
While not a resident of Novato, I live in a neighboring area (Marinwood) and I have a student at 
Novato High School. I do most of my shopping and seeking out services in Novato than anywhere in 
Marin or San Francisco Counties.  
Why isn't flood mitigation included as a top 10 city services on this survey? 
You are asking people like me to prioritize without having informat to make a truly informed decision 
You must focus on getting more tax revenue, and I think much of it should come from cannabis. Either 
way, make increasing revenue through taxes your goal. We need it so badly. 
You really need to attract more businesses to the downtown, businesses that are true retail - and not 
just showrooms, that will attract a vibrant crowd and offer services to our residents. We need better 
restaurants!!!!!!!  You also need to start enforcing parking limits and giving tickets (a source of 
revenue) to people parking downtown all day, taking up spots that are needed for business patrons. 
And businesses need to be open. Many businesses are open 2-3 days a week, or don't open at all. You 
don't enforce downtown business retail hours, it's so frustrating.  
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